
Remote volunteering and flexible hours

Opportunities to gain valuable skills and experience

Recurring team rest & relaxation opportunities

Mental Health Copilots (MHC) is a non-profit organization helping individuals access

mental health resources. Through our free service, volunteers work one-on-one with clients

to help them find local services, understand and choose between therapy alternatives,

explore cost and payment options, contact providers to request an intake appointment,

and more. We repeat these steps until the right support has been found, empowering

individuals on their unique mental health journeys.

MHC is seeking Digital Communications and Funding Volunteers! Enjoy: 
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Connecting individuals to mental health professionals

Mental Health Copilots Inc.
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info@mentalhealthcopilots.org
wwww.mentalhealthcopilots.org

Collaborate with MHC teams to increase awareness of MHC services. 

Interact with followers and commenters across MHC’s social media platforms.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS VOLUNTEER
Digital Communications Volunteers help curate, develop, and maintain MHC's presence on

social media platforms. They create posts that deliver the organization’s message in a

simple manner which fosters conversation, shares, likes, and follows. They also develop

mental health awareness content that explains complex mental health concepts in an

accessible way.

Time commitment: 2-4 hours a week for at least 6 months (with the opportunity to

increase volunteer hours as agreed upon by the volunteer and MHC)

Requirements: computer, high-speed internet, phone; must be at least 18 years old

Application: Resume or CV, interview, references, criminal record check, brief english

proficiency quiz. 

Responsibilities: 

(continued on next page)
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Develop and maintain connections with professionals and organizations to facilitate

ongoing opportunities for cross promotion.

Contribute to bi-monthly themed projects. 

Contribute to the development of a strategic plan to ensure the longevity and

relevance of MHC’s online presence. A Team Lead will provide overall guidance. 

Mental Health Copilots
Connecting individuals to mental health professionals

Collaborate with Funding Team Volunteers to determine strategies for fundraising,

both online and in-person at events.

Collaborate with Funding Team Volunteers to identify grant opportunities and to write

applications. 

FUNDING VOLUNTEER
Funding volunteers will assist with planning and executing fundraising initiatives (eg.

bottle drives, silent auctions, raffles, etc.) and writing grants. They may leverage novel

approaches to capture the interest of potential donors and sponsors, applying their

knowledge to help MHC meet its identified funding needs. 

 

Time commitment: 2-4 hours a week for at least 6 months (with the opportunity to

increase volunteer hours as agreed upon by the volunteer and MHC)

Requirements: computer, high-speed internet, phone; must be at least 18 years old

Application: Resume or CV, interview, references, criminal record check, brief english

proficiency quiz. 

Responsibilities: 

To inquire or apply, please email

krystin.hoffart@mentalhealthcopilots.org! 
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